A practical structural health monitoring (SHM) system based on Lamb wave for high-speed train car-body structures is presented. The system can detect the occurrence and report the location and probabilistic size of structural damage in real-time. Based on the theory of Lamb wave, a piezoelectric transducer array network is implemented to generate and acquire the detection signal by mounting on the surface of the structure to be monitored. An algorithm, that can locate, quantify and image the damage based on the damage index that indicates the differential between baseline signal and current acquired signal, is proposed to develop the system. Furthermore, a system framework of three-layer architecture and a diagnosis strategy are designed to build the SHM system. Finally, the system is implemented on China's latest high-speed train (CRH380A) operated along the Chengdu-Chongqing High-Speed Railway after well tuning then demonstrates the feasibility and reliable in practical application.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the rapid development of the high-speed railway industry in China, the operation speed of trains and the construction of high-speed railways keep growth. Meanwhile, structural safety and reliability of high-speed trains have been concerned intensively. For the car-body of high-speed train unit, which is welded by aluminum-alloy extra-long extruded profiles or plate for lightweight purpose, suffers a wide range of hazards such as weight of passengers and equipment, loading of structures and eroding from the environment, all of which may lead to structural degradation phenomenon (e.g., stress corrosion). Therefore, plan-based maintenance has been carried out and plays an important role in preventing structural failure. In the plan-based maintenance system, inspection on integrity and reliability of key structures such as underframe, side-wall, and end-wall relies on nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques, which includes magnetic inspection, radiographic inspection and so on. However, NDT usually has limitations such as time-consuming, labor-intensive, costconsuming, and most importantly, off-line [1] , [2] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Danping He . In contrast to plan-based maintenance, the condition-based maintenance offers an alternative approach that minimizes the time needed for inspection, prevents unnecessary replacement of components, reduces labor for maintenance and provides higher performance in preventing failure [3] . As the key to condition-based maintenance, structural health monitoring (SHM) is targeted at continuous automated surveillance of structural health condition without suspending the normal operation of structures [4] . By using on-line monitoring technologies, SHM is able to obtain real-time information on changes to physical and mechanical performances of structures in service. Thus, based on association signal analysis, interpretation algorithms and analysis on properties, state, and integrity of structures, structural deterioration or damage can be detected, the site and degree of damage can be diagnosed, system reliability, durability and carrying capacity can be estimated, unexpected events or unusual service can be alerted by SHM [4] , [9] .
Previously, different SHM system has been widely used in many areas, such as aerospace, civil and mechanical engineering [5] - [8] , and a number of SHM technologies have been proposed [9] , [10] . For example, Fu et al. [8] proposed an on-board aircraft SHM system based on the piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) and wireless sensor networks (WSN).
They used the PZTs to evaluate the structural integrity in a pitch-catch manner and the WSN to coordinate damage detection using PZTs distributed on the whole aircraft. Aliabadi and Khodaei [9] presented an overview of SHM techniques for composites but also metallic parts. Bekas et al. [10] developed a novel lightweight diagnostic film with sensors/actuators and a multiple-path wiring option which can be used in the harsh environmental conditions. However, a limited number of studies can be found in the railway industry. Early studies mainly focus on wayside detection monitors [11] . For example, Stratman et al. [12] developed SHM of railroad wheels using Wheel Load Detectors, which is a strain gauge-based wheel impact monitor consists of 11 strain gauge cribs bonded beneath the foot of each rail. However, those techniques have limitations that they are passive and for restricted components such as wheels and bearings, so that other important structures of the train cannot be monitored efficiently. In recent years, Su and his research team [1] , [13] conducted a series of important studies on SHM for high-speed train bogie by using the active guided Lamb wave-based online damage monitoring technique. Besides, in-situ tests on the Beijing-Shanghai High-Speed Railway under different working conditions are conducted to demonstrate that the SHM they developed are practicality and effectiveness for high-speed train bogies. Based on the acquired strain distribution from fiber Bragg grating sensor arrays, Li et al. [14] systematically investigated the characteristics of the guided wave propagation in the train axle. Based on the results of the analysis, a wave mode conversion-based SHM technique is consequently proposed. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, there is no study focuses on the SHM system for high-speed train car-body.
In this paper, we first present a practical SHM system as well as the technique for high-speed train car-body based on Lamb wave. Following a brief introduction on the fundamentals and theory of Lamb wave and SHM, including the sensors, detection method and process algorithms, the SHM system is developed. For practical purpose, we proposed a method that can rapidly evaluate the crack size by establishing the relationship of damage index (DI) and crack size. At last, after introducing the monitoring strategy, an in-situ monitoring test on the real train is designed to demonstrate the feasibility of the SHM system presented.
II. METHODOLOGY
A Lamb wave-based SHM approach is used, dedicated to the online integrity monitoring and real-time damage detection for high-speed train car-body that serves as a waveguide. This section discusses the theory, principle and methodology of the approach.
A. PRINCIPLE OF LAMB WAVE-BASED SHM
Lamb wave is a kind of guided elastic wave propagating in plate-like structures with properties of dispersive and multimodal features [15] . The dispersive and multimodal properties of Lamb wave can be ascertained by solving the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, which can be either symmetric (S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , ...) or antisymmetric (A 0 , A 1 , A 2 , ...), formulated by (1)-(2) [16] :
, for antisymmetric modes (2) where h donates the plate thickness, k = ω c p ,
Here, k, c L , c P , c T , ω are the wavenumber, velocity of longitudinal, phase velocity, transverse modes, and wave circular frequency, respectively. By solving Equation (1) and (2), the dispersion curves can be determined, and been expressed in terms of the frequencythickness product versus the group velocity C g , which is defined as (3) .
where ω donates the angular frequency. For a plate with a constant thickness, the dispersion curve can be represented as a function of frequency. Depending on the frequencythickness values, a different number of modes may propagate. Figure 1 shows the dispersion curves of Lamb wave in a 6xxx series aluminum alloy plate, which shows a multitude of Lamb wave modes generated at the different excitation frequency. In Figure 1 , S m (m = 0, 1, 2...) refers to a collection of symmetric Lamb wave modes, while A m (m = 0, 1, 2...) refers to anti-symmetric modes. For simplicity of analysis in practical application, the frequency-thickness values are kept in a fundamental symmetric mode (S 0 ) and a fundamental antisymmetric mode (A 0 ). The S 0 mode is widely used in the detection of damage in composite structure due to its sensitivity to delamination damages, while the A 0 mode is widely used to detect surface crack growth in metallic structures [17] , [18] .
To excite and acquire the Lamb wave, the piezoelectric zirconate titanate (PZT) wafers are used, which have been widely used in SHM system by surface-mounted on or embedded into the host spots of structure [19] . Figure 2 shows a sample of PZT wafers used in this study. In SHM system, multiple PZT wafers are integrated into a transducer array network, so that a large area of structure can be monitored by using few transducers. For each pair of PZT wafers, one PZT wafer acts as an actuator to generate probing Lamb waves at one point, while another acts as a sensor to capture response waves at a different position, as shown in Figure 3 , which type is so-called pitch-catch method [20] . During the serving life, if the damage is encountered, the waves would undergo linear scattering or nonlinear distortion [21] . By capturing scattering or distortion of the wave, signal features such as time of flight, amplitudes, and nonlinear distortion that may be affected by damage are extracted through proper signal processing. Then, by constructing various genres of DI based on signal features, damage location and size can be evaluated. Finally, real-time monitoring for high-speed train car-body can be realized by continuously evaluating the DI.
B. DAMAGE INDEX
By using the pitch-catch mode, the detection of damage is realized by probing amplitude's shifts of signals on the monitoring paths passed though the damaged area [22] . The damage index (DI) is established to represent the damage occurrence and be defined as the differential between the current signals and baseline signals. Previously, a number of methods have been proposed to obtain the DI [23] , [24] . To meet the requirements of practical application, the method used in this study is introduced briefly in the following.
By processing the fundamental mode wave packet (e.g., Hilbert transform), the DI can be defined as (4) .
where coef b and coef d are correlation coefficient of baseline signal and current signal, respectively. The correlation coefficient can be represented in terms of the integral of envelope signal g(t) in time interval [t i , t e ], which can be formulated as (5) .
The envelope signal g(t) can be obtained by (6)- (7) .
where s(t) is the first arrival wave and the s(t) is the Hilbert transformation result of s(t). Equation (4) assumes that the material under the monitoring path is linear and continuous, thus no-linear and no-continuous of materials caused by damage can be estimated by increasing of DI. Note that the accuracy and precision of the detection signal can be affected by ambient effects such as temperature and humidity during the serving life. For the PZT sensors we used, the temperature has the most significant impact while other factors have limited impact on the signal. Therefore, the acquired signal should be reconstructed by considering the temperature in current ambient [25] . Previously, many temperature compensation technologies have been developed [26] - [28] . In this study, the baseline sensor data is compesated by shifting and scaling of the sensor signal intelligently. The temperature compensation is considered to reconstruct the baseline signal by obtaining the correlation between temperature T and corresponding correlation coefficient of baseline signal coef o acquired under no damage condition, which can be defined as (8) .
The aforementioned DI is established for a single sensing path rather than at each spatial node or pixel in the monitored domain. If DI is close to 0 on a path in the monitoring area, it indicates that the current signal is similar to baseline signal (i.e., there is no damage on or near the monitoring path in structure). Otherwise, it indicates that there exists damage on or near the monitoring path in structure. However, due to the ambient effects on the signal, the DI cannot strictly equal to 0 in practical application. Therefore, a threshold of DI is required to estimate the damage occurrence. The threshold is evaluated in the experiment which is presented section 4.
C. DAMAGE LOCALIZATION
The damage can be located by constructing a probability weight function by weighting the probability of a point (x, y) in the detection area [29] , which can be defined as (9) .
where β is a coefficient and β > 0. R i (x, y) is the distance between the point (x, y) and the path i. Besides, the R i (x, y) can be defined as (10) .
where D ai (x, y) is the distance between a point (x, y) and the actuators, D si (x, y) is the distance between a point (x, y) and the sensors, and D i is the distance between actuators and sensors. Since the detection area between actuator and sensor is elliptical, the length of the long axis and short axis of the elliptical area are 2(1 + β)D i and β 2 + 2βD i /2, respectively. The actuator and sensor are positioned at the focuses of the ellipse and β is positively corrected to the elliptical area. Thus, the damage probability of a point can be defined as (11) .
Afterwards, followed by a normalization process, a diagnostic image can be generated based on the damage probability p(x, y) at each point, which indicates the probability of damage occurrence at all the pixels from the perspective of that path.
D. DAMAGE QUANTIFICATION
Although a number of methods have been proposed to quantify damage size previously [30] - [32] in other studies, they are complex and expensive to compute. For practical purpose, we propose a relatively simple method to solve this problem. In short, the damage can be quantified by establishing the relationship between DI and damage size. Generally, it supposes that the maximum DI on a monitoring path has a linear relationship with the length of damage, which can be formulated as (12) .
where L is the length of crack, and a, b, c, m, and n are parameters that can be estimated by fit the experimental data obtained from simple crack tests. Based on the preestablished fitting curve, the damage size in most case can be rapidly estimated.
III. SYSTEM
According to the aforementioned theories and algorithms, the Lamb wave-based SHM system is developed, which has been deployed through an integrated online diagnosis system.
In the system, diagnostic signals obtained from a structure during monitoring are processed by the hardware system. With appropriate processing algorithms and data compensation, the signals can be analyzed to ascertain the integrity of the structure being monitored.
A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE Figure 4 shows the core framework of the SHM system consists of three-layer architecture: 
1) TRANSDUCER ARRAY NETWORK
The transducer array network consists of actuators to generate detection signals and sensors to sensing the corresponding signals in the structure.
2) HARDWARE SYSTEM
The hardware contains the amplifier, filter for wave, multiplex switch, A/ D conversation, data acquisition driver and wave generation driver, and controls the transducer array networks mounted on the structure to excite and acquire signals.
3) SOFTWARE SYSTEM
The software system adopts algorithms we proposed to reconstruct signals, process signals, generate damage image, control the hardware system, and provide the man-machine interface to realize the SHM system. The software system is realized as the ''SHM Patch'' software by CRRC Qingdao Sifang Locomotive & Rolling Stock Company, Ltd., which can be operated on the Windows OS. The interfaces are shown in Figure 5 . The system provides many practical functions such as customing the structure geometry, sensors location, and parameters setting of the data acquisition, as well as calibrating the SHM system et al. Moreover, the SHM software system can output the detection results as detection reports for the assisting the decision making of the maintenance and operation strategies. 
B. DAMAGE DIAGNOSIS STRATEGY
As the core of the software of SHM system, the damage diagnosis strategy contains four steps: environment when the structure of train is complete, are considered as the baseline data, while the signal data collected under the current operation environment are considered as current data. The baseline data are added into an automatically managed database and been stored. The current data are collected by the hardware system and software system for later processing.
2) ENVIRONMENTAL COMPENSATION
For the current signal data, the accuracy is affected by environmental factors (i.e., temperature, loading and vibration et al.), so that environmental compensation is adopted to minimize the scatter caused by changes in the environment. The main idea of environmental compensation is using the baseline data extracted from the baseline database to eliminate the influence by environmental factors. We only consider the temperature compensation during the signal processing, since the other factors such as humidity and illumination have limited impact on the signal for the PZT sensors we used.
3) DI CALCULATION
According to the Equation (4), the DI on each path between actuator and sensor can be obtained, then the damage in structure can be addressed based on the value of DI.
4) DIAGNOSIS
If any damage is detected in structure, the location, quantification, and image of the damage can be estimated based on the Equation (9)-(12). If not, the current signal data will be added to the baseline data database to enhance the database. The schematic flow chart that illustrates the SHM system operation is shown in Figure 6 .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The proposed SHM technique is verified by installing on a CRH380A high-speed train operated along Chengdu-Chongqing High-Speed Railway (CCHSR) from June to December 2017. The body bolster, as an essential part of the car-body structure, is selected as the object to be monitored in this experiment. The structure to be monitored was carefully inspected before delivery, to ensure that there is no damage in the structure. Before the in-situ experiments, the monitoring strategy and the relationship between DI and crack size are also investigated and proposed in this section.
A. INTRODUCTION OF CRH380A AND CCHSR
The CRH380A, as Figure 7 shows, is manufactured by CRRC Qingdao Sifang Locomotive & Rolling Stock Company, Ltd., featuring a cruise speed of 350 km/h (217 mph) and a maximum of 380 km/h (236 mph) in commercial service. The train uses a lightweight aluminum alloy car-body whose total weight is no more than 9 t and less than 17% of the entire vehicle. CRRC has comprehensively improved the body structure, adopting a large number of new vibration damping materials. It also designed the bogie to match the performance of the body and optimized the train body's natural frequencies, which helps reduce structural vibrations at high speeds and improves ride comfort. For the CCHS, as Figure 8 shows, it is a 308-kilometer long high-speed railway that connects the cities of Chengdu and Chongqing in southwestern China, with a maximum speed of 350 km/h. The route passes through most of the same cities that the older Chengdu-Chongqing Railway does, but is significantly shorter due to the greater use of elevated sections and tunnels. The line includes 12 stations, 4 major 
B. MONITORING STRATEGY
Generally, five-count tone burst signal is frequently adopted as the diagnostic Lamb signal, since pure sinusoidal shapes appear to excite Lamb wave harmonics more efficiently that parabolic shapes and a windowed sinusoidal signal can help to narrow the bandwidth and centralize energy [12] . After amplification, filtering and reconstruction, the signal obtained are shown as Figure 9 . The first wave package is crosstalk, and the first arrival waveform (FAW) package except crosstalk is the A 0 mode or S 0 mode which are usually chosen to characterize the structural health. Note that the crosstalk is large since it was incurred by the electronic interface from the excitation channel. However, the time of crosstalk signal almost coincides with the time of excitation wave, so that the crosstalk can be truncated according to the cut-off time of excitation wave during the data processing, thus the crosstalk has no impacts on the subsequently acquired signal.
In order to make sure the excitation frequency of the generated signal and explore the relationship between DI, tests have been inducted on a 9 mm thick 6xxx series aluminum alloy plate which is used to manufacture the carbody in the laboratory environment. The elastic modulus and the Poisson's ratio of the material is 69 GPa and 0.33, respectively. The test was conducted by using the symmetric mode (S 0 ) since the symmetric mode is for the metallic materials while the anti-symmetric mode is for composite materials. According to the dispersion curve, frequencies of 100kHz, 200kHz, 300 kHz,350 kHz, and 400 kHz are chosen to input the SHM system respectively to observe the output signals. Results show that the waveform becomes density as the increasing of excitation frequency, as shown in Figure 10 . It can be seen that the frequency of 100, 350, and 400 kHz can not show a clear FAW, respectively. The frequency of 200 kHz∼300 kHz can be adopted as the excitation frequency since the FAW is clear and the amplitude is wide enough. Besides, the adopted frequency should have the ability that it can filter the noise caused by train operation. Hence, in this study, the frequency of 250 kHz is adopted as the exciting frequency.
The transducer array networks consist of multiple PZT wafers are integrated into the hot spots of the body bolster. The material of the body bolster is the 6-xxx aluminum alloy, which is same as the plate for investigating the relationship between DI and crack size. In order to determine the hot spots of the body bolster, a finite element analytical model of the aluminum alloy car-body is adopted, as Figure 11 shows. The results show that the high strain regions (e.g. hot spots) are positioned at the weld and side parts of the body bolster, where the transducer array networks should be deployed. Besides, the distance between adjacent sensors in array networks should neither be too short resulting in the increase of the cost, nor be too long resulting in the decrease of the sensitivity of monitoring. Therefore, in order to detect more regions using fewer sensors, the layout of the sensor network should be optimized. It is known that the detection area between actuator and sensor is elliptical so that the balance between sensitivity and cost is arrived by iteratively optimizing the layout of array networks. Figure 12 shows the schematic diagram of the optimal layout of sensor network on the body bolster. The dots in the diagram represent for the PZT wafers, and the yellow bands represent for the Polyimide Film where embedded PZT wafers and circuit board.
According to the aforementioned strategy, the PZT sensor network is integrated into the host-spots of the body bolster. A database of baseline data collected in the temperature range of 26-37 • has been created to support calculating the DI. And the actual maximum speed of train recorded during the monitoring is 300km/h.
C. ESTABLISHING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DI AND DAMAGE SIZE
To establish the relationship between DI and damage size on each monitoring path and give the evidence of the damage size calculation in the SHM system, a crack propagation test was conducted in the local area of a body bolster by using the fatigue loading test in the laboratory environment. As Figure 13 shows, 6 PZT sensors, and actuators are surface mounted on the body bolster to construct a sensor network consists of 15 sensing paths. Meanwhile, a 0.2 mm wide notch cut are made to simulate crack propagation. The length of the notch is increased from 1 mm to 13 mm, and sensor measurements at every 2 mm increased notch length are taken. Figure 14 shows the calculated DI of concerned paths when the length of the notch is 1 mm, 3 mm, 9 mm and 13 mm, respectively. Obviously, it can be observed that the DI values of related monitoring paths increase. Then, based on the experimental data and Equation (12), the parameters and a fitness curve of the Equation (12) can be obtained. The parameters can be pre-setted in the SHM system to support the diagnosis. Figure 15 shows the fitness curve by DI and crack size displayed in the SHM system. It shows that the DI increases as the length of the notch increasing, and trends to be gentle. The curve indicates the linear relationship between DI and damage size to a certain extent so that it can be used to quantify the damage size based on calculated DI. Note that the parameters in the system can be customed and calibrated. In the future, the parameters in the SHM system can be improved based on more tests on more different structures and more different materials so that the SHM can support the diagnosis of more different structures and the results can be more accurate.
D. IN-SITU MONITORING RESULTS
The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 16 . The PZT sensors are mounted on the surface of the body bolster of the train (see Figure 16 (a)) by using the Hysol EA 9394 aeronautical adhesive and the equipment for calibration and diagnosis are implemented inside the train (see Figure 16 (b)). The type of wiring is the standard wiring for monitoring system. To ensure the integrity of the bonding, we checked the impedance of sensors before and after the installation by using the multimeter and built-in circuit, respectively. The developed in-situ technique can be used to on-line monitor the structure of the high-speed train and support the decision making of the maintenance and operation of the train.
At the beginning of the in-situ experiment, the monitoring is conducted without any mock-up damage, the purpose of which is to validate the setup and optimize system parameters. During the monitoring, the DI will be established in terms of Equation (4) . As a result, Figure 17 shows the damage index distribution obtained from June to October 2017. It indicates that the DI value decreases with time since the adhesive used to bond the transducer array network goes solidification with time. It can be explained that the curing period and the stabilizing period of the adhesive (i.e., Hysol EA 9394 aeronautical adhesive) we used is 24 hours and 2 weeks respectively, which leads to the adhesion being unstable thereby the signal transmission is unstable in June. Furthermore, although the adhesive suffers from the dynamic loading during the running of the train, it had been approved that the serious adhesive bond degradation which can affect the signal will not appear according to the bench test before the in-situ test. Besides, the damage index decreases from 0.4 to less than 0.05, shows that the threshold of DI value for altering damage can be set to 0.05. Afterward, if the damage index DI > 0.05 in later monitoring, indicating that there exists damage in the structure, otherwise not.
Next, an aluminum mass is bonded to the side of the body bolster to simulate the damage. The mock-up damage, by compromising the structural integrity, will impose twofold modulation on Lamb wave propagation in structure. It will scatter the probing waves and incur the delay in time-of-flight and energy dissipation as it blocks Lamb wave propagation. Figure 18 (a) shows the baseline signal and acquired signal after bonding the mock-up damage. The red signal is the current signal and the green signal is the baseline signal. It can be seen that the amplitude of the current signal is narrower than the baseline signal. Bedsides, a real-time image of the damage is shown in Figure 18 (b) , automatically produced by the SHM system. In the image, the color calibrates the degree of probability of damage occurrence at all pixels across the monitor area, and the red color means higher probability the area has damage.
As can be seen, both the approximate location and size of the mock-up damage are well estimated by the SHM system in real-time during the in-situ monitoring. It should be noted that the accuracy of the localization and damage qualification are not very high, but they are satisfactory for practical application. However, it should be noted that the localization accuracy is ±2 cm and the damage size is an approximate value. It can be explained that the current maintenance strategy is very conservative so that the engineers will not trust the results of the SHM completely. Hence, the significant of the proposed system is to tell the engineers the approximate location and size of the damage and then assists with the subsequent inspection and maintenance during the maintenance window. Hence, the accuracy of the damage localization and quantification is satisfactory in practical application.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a practical SHM system based on Lamb wave for high-speed train car-body is developed and implemented on China's lasted high-speed train (CRH380A). Supported by the PTZ array network and the signal processing algorithms, the SHM system is designed and realized to detect, locate, quantify and image the damage in real-time. For the practical purpose, we developed a method that can calculate the crack size by only using the DI. Meanwhile, the experiments that calibrate the parameters of the proposed SHM system are also been presented. To improve the accuracy of detection, a baseline database, that collected under different environment when is structure is complete, is built in advance to provide environmental compensation to the acquired data. Then, an in-situ monitoring test has been conducted along the CCHS to demonstrate the feasibility of the SHM system proposed. In the field experiment, a mock-up damage is placed on the side of the body bolster of car-body and been successfully detected and imaged in the SHM system. The probability location of simulative damage is shown in the image generated by the system. However, this paper also has limitations such as the method is not very advanced and the results of damage localization and quantification are not very precise, those which are future research directions. Nevertheless, with the successful application on the real highspeed train, the proposed practical technique and system are expected to have a great perspective in implementing on the metro vehicle, intercity trains and other components of the high-speed train.
